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hen high-powered, and well-trained
athletes gather for competition, the
margin between victory and defeat
is usually very thin. While physical
fitness and mental endurance are
important, performance is directly
linked to the quality, timing and quantity
of the food fuelling the body. Thus,
optimised nutrition can give athletes
the competitive edge they need to win.
However, ensuring appropriate and
adequate nutrition is important for
everyone, no matter the level of your
physical activity. Whether you’re an
elite athlete gearing up for the next
competition or the average Joe or
Joanne trying to stay fit, good nutrition
choices improve the way you train,
perform and recover from training and
exercise. The right balance of nutrients
not only fuels workouts, prevents injury
and optimises performance, but also
promotes adaptations in muscle and
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other tissues in response to training
so you can make the best out of
your workout. There is clearly an
advantage to a nutritious diet for
athletic performance. This issue
of News You Can Use will take a
closer look at what the research
has revealed.

better able to maintain body weight
over time1, which is important for
athletes who need to meet certain
weight requirements. In fact, a
study by Pereira, et al. found that
individuals who did not eat breakfast
experienced increased appetite and
hunger signals, which can lead to
weight gain over time. 2 Depending
on your workout schedule and
type of activity, the ideal timing
and composition of meals will vary.
For most individuals, starting the
day with a nutritious breakfast that
includes high-quality, low-fat protein,
fibre and nutrient-rich foods (like whole
grains and fruits) is the key to getting
the energy and nutrients to power
through the day.

PROTEIN TIMING IS EVERYTHING
QUALITY PROTEIN
NeoLifeShake is designed to fuel your
body with the high quality protein and key
nutrients needed for optimal performance.
#690 – Creamy Vanilla, 15 servings

BREAKFAST BREAK THE FAST TO START
YOUR DAY RIGHT
Thinking about appropriate sports
nutrition shouldn’t begin when you
step on the field or in the gym. It
starts the moment you wake up
in the morning, before you even
think about training. Breakfast is
important for the athlete because
while sleeping, the body is in a
fasted state and will use up stored
glycogen for energy. Glycogen is
the stored form of glucose, which
is the main fuel for our muscles
during high-intensity exercise and
an energy source for the other
cells in our body. Replenishing
these stores in the morning when
we wake up (breaking the fast)
will provide energy for the day, as
well as for the training session.
In addition, research shows that
individuals who eat breakfast are

There’s no denying the importance
of muscles for physical fitness.
The contraction of muscles is
what allows our bodies to perform
activities such as running, lifting,
throwing, climbing and just about
any movement we can think of.
Moreover, our muscles are being
remodelled (broken down while new
muscle proteins are being made)
every moment of every day. Thus
it is integral that we optimise
how we build, strengthen and
maintain our muscles - and that
involves getting the right amount of
protein at the right time.
For the average active individual,
the Recommended Daily Allowance
(RDA) of 0.8-1.0 g/kg body weight/
day is sufficient, but for endurance

For an energy filled day,
breakfast should contain:
high-quality, + fibre + nutrientlow-fat protein
rich foods

or strength-trained athletes, protein
recommendations are slightly higher,
ranging from 1.2-1.7 g/kg/day.3 It is
important that athletes include high
quality protein sources that can
fuel their performance to achieve
this.
However, what we often overlook is
the timing of protein intake. Athletes
and active individuals also need to
consume adequate high-quality
protein immediately after exercise
and throughout the 24-hour
period post-exercise to maximise
the benefits of training. A study
by Levenhagen et al. found that
consuming a protein-containing
supplement immediately after
exercise resulted in improved
muscle acquisition compared
to consuming the supplement 3
hours later.4 Another recent study
by Mamerow et al. shows that
distributing 90g of protein intake
evenly as 30g across three meals
improves muscle protein synthesis
compared to skewing protein
intake to later in the evening (10g
for breakfast, 15g for lunch and
65g for dinner).5 This is because
the body is in a heightened state of
protein synthesis and metabolism
for up to 24 hours following a bout
of exercise, starting at a high rate
and then dwindling with time. In the
study, participants who
(continued on page 6)

DAILY PROTEIN INTAKE RECOMMENDATIONS 3, 6
Activity Level

Protein (g) per kg
Body Weight

Protein (g) for 61kg Protein (g) for 76kg
Body Weight
Body Weight

Non-Athletic

0.8

48.8

60.8

Moderately Athletic* 1.2

73.2

91.2

Highly Athletic**

1.7

103.7

129.2

Ultra Endurance***

2.0

122.0

152.0

*More than five hours per week of athletic activity
**Resistance trained athletes
***Competition exceeding 6 hours in duration
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Protein

35g

10g

15g

Breakfast Lunch

unusable
protein
maximum
rate of
synthesis

30g

Dinner

Usable Protein: 55g, Total Consumed: 90g
(continued from page 5)

consumed the evenly distributed
protein meals experienced 25% more
muscle protein synthesis compared to
the skewed protein distribution pattern,
despite eating the same total amount
of protein. Thus, if we skimp on protein
throughout the day and consume the
majority of protein at dinnertime, we are
not taking full advantage of this postexercise metabolic boost for improving
muscle mass and strength.
Does it matter how much protein
we get post-exercise? You bet! To
achieve maximal increases in muscle
and repair tissue, the optimal timing
of protein intake is immediately after
exercise, then balanced across meals
the rest of the day and should consist
of at least 20 grams of high quality
protein.

BCAAs - LEUCINE IS A HERO
Not all proteins are the same! The latest
research seems to suggest that protein
sources high in a special group of
amino acids known as branchedchain amino acids (BCAAs)
are particularly important when
it comes to muscle growth and
strength. While the mechanisms are
still not clearly understood, it appears
that the unique structure of these
amino acid building blocks stimulate
the enzymes involved in muscle
synthesis and thus promote muscle

Protein

PARTICIPANTS WHO CONSUMED THE EVENLY DISTRIBUTED PROTEIN MEALS
EXPERIENCED 25% MORE MUSCLE PROTEIN SYNTHESIS 5

maximum
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30g

30g
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30g
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Usable Protein: 90g, Total Consumed: 90g

growth.7 Leucine, one BCAA in
particular, has been shown to give
the cellular machinery a metabolic
kick to produce more muscle. In
a well-known study by Koopman
et al., eight male subjects were fed
three different types of beverages
(carbohydrate alone, carbohydrate
+ protein, or carbohydrate + protein
+ leucine) in order to compare
the effects of consuming protein
and leucine on muscle acquisition.8
What the researchers found was
that the addition of leucine not only
augmented protein synthesis, but
also decreased protein breakdown
and thus increased whole body
protein compared to the other two
beverages. The importance of this
amino acid for training was echoed
in a recent review published in the
Journal of the International Society
of Sports Nutrition, which stated
that the consumption of 3-4g of
leucine is necessary to promote
maximum protein synthesis postexercise.9 For individuals looking to
increase muscle mass, ensuring
adequate intakes of protein sources
rich in leucine and other BCAAs
(such as whey and protein-rich animal
foods), can be beneficial.

CARBS AND FAT - FUELLING
YOUR WORKOUT AND MORE
While proteins are the building
material for muscles, they are not
the primary source of fuel. This job
falls on the carbohydrates (glucose
and glycogen) and fat in the body,
which will provide energy for muscles
during exercise and at rest, as well
as for all the other cells and organs

SALMON OIL PLUS
Helps maintain balanced
inflammation – Promotes
healthy balance of pro- and
anti-inflammatory factors.
#641 − 90 capsules

in our body. When exercising at high
intensity (70% of maximal oxygen
capacity, a measure of how hard
we work), 50-60% of the energy
used during the first 1-4 hours
of continuous activity is derived
from carbohydrates and the rest
from fat.3 The ratio of carbohydrates
increases the more intense and fast
the activity. As exercise decreases to
a moderate or low intensity, a greater
proportion of the energy will be derived
from fat. Thus, both carbohydrates
and fat are necessary for the various
levels of physical activity that we
participate in throughout the day
and are important components of a
balanced diet.
However, while we have more than
80,000 calories stored as fat, we can
only store about 2,000 calories
as glycogen, which equates to
approximately 90-120 minutes
of high intensity activity.10 Thus an
adequate intake of carbohydrates in
the diet each day is necessary to
maintain blood glucose levels during
exercise, combat fatigue and replenish
muscle glycogen once the exercise
is over. Carbohydrates also act as a
source of energy during the recovery
process so that amino acids can be
utilised for muscle protein synthesis11,
so consuming carbohydrates in
combination with protein postexercise is often recommended.3
In addition, carbohydrates are the
preferred energy source for our most
powerful muscle - the brain!
Let’s not scorn fats - especially the
healthy fats. Getting enough fats in our
diet is equally important because they
provide energy, essential fatty acids

P

DON’T FORGET TO STAY HYDRATED!
• Your body is about
60% water
and inadequate
water intake can
lead to muscle
cramps, dizziness,
lightheadedness,
confusion, overheating,
and even death in
severe cases.

POWER
necessary for cell membranes and other
physiological functions and are sources
of fat-soluble vitamins like A, D, E and K.
In addition, certain fats can have other
beneficial effects for the athlete that we
are just beginning to understand. For
instance, a recent study conducted on
participants completing a bout of highintensity eccentric exercise (bicep curls)
that induced soreness and inflammation
found that supplementation with
omega-3s helped reduced muscle
soreness during the recovery process.
While the study was small, these results
were promising and suggest the benefit
of omega-3 fatty acids for aiding in an
athlete’s recovery.12 Omega-3 fatty
acids also play important roles in
reducing inflammation, improving
immunity and healing.13 Because of

these benefits as well as all the other
health benefits associated with omega-3
fatty acids, health authorities recommend
that all healthy adults should aim for
the recommended two servings of a
variety of seafood per week.14

• Thirst is a poor
indication of hydration
status. By the time you
are thirsty, it is usually a
sign that you are already
dehydrated. So be sure
to gulp water throughout
your workout to prevent
dehydration before it starts.
• If you are working
out under conditions
of high temperature
or high humidity, or
if your workouts last
longer than an hour, it
is recommended that
you consume a sports
drink with electrolytes
instead of plain water so
that you can replenish
electrolytes lost in sweat.3

adequately build and repair muscles
and maintain normal physiological
function. Let’s take a look at some of
the most common nutrients for concern:
calcium, vitamin D, B vitamins, iron, zinc,
chromium and magnesium.3
(continued on page 8)

VITAMINS AND MINERALS WHAT DO ATHLETES NEED?
Vitamins and minerals play many roles
in an athlete’s body including energy
production and the maintenance of
tissues, bone and immune function.
Exercise stresses many of the biochemical
pathways where micronutrients are
required, increasing the turnover and
loss of these nutrients. Thus athletes
may have greater requirements for
these micronutrients in order to

CAL-MAG CHELATE
WITH VITAMIN D3

For healthy bones and teeth,
helping to maintain normal
blood pressure, optimal nerve
and muscle function.
#634 - 150 tablets

ENERGY

B-Complex
High potency formula
supports optimum
metabolism and even,
balanced energy.
#612 − 180 tablets

(continued from page 7)

CALCIUM AND VITAMIN D PARTNERS IN BONE HEALTH
Strong bones are integral to athletic
training and performance - they provide
a strong and rigid frame for muscles.
Without the right nutrition, the structure
of bone can be compromised and put
athletes at risk for weak bones, stress
fractures and osteoporosis. In addition
to adequate calories and protein in the
diet, calcium and vitamin D are key
players in maintaining bone health.
Research suggests that athletes who
live at northern latitudes, where
there is less sun exposure, or who
train primarily indoors throughout the
year, such as gymnasts and figure
skaters, are particularly at risk for
poor vitamin D status and would
benefit from eating fortified foods or
supplementing with vitamin D.15

B VITAMINS - FOR OPTIMAL
ENERGY PRODUCTION AND
MUSCLE SYNTHESIS
B-vitamins are involved in the
metabolism of food for energy as well
the production of red blood cells, muscle
protein synthesis and tissue repair and
maintenance.16 Some data suggest
that exercise may increase the need
for these vitamins by as much as
twice the current recommended
amount.17 While most athletes are
able to consume enough B vitamins
if they meet their energy requirements
through nutrient-dense foods, those
who do not get enough B vitamins
could develop severe deficiencies
that negatively impact energy
metabolism.
Health
authorities
caution that severe deficiency of
vitamin B12 and folate may result in

anemia and reduced endurance.15
Therefore, it is important that athletes
consume adequate amounts of these
micronutrients to support their efforts
for optimal performance and health.

KEY MINERALS: ZINC,
MAGNESIUM,
CHROMIUM and IRON
Minerals do not provide energy directly
to a cell. Instead, they play a critical
role in the diet of athletes by acting
as cofactors (non-protein chemical
compounds that assist in biochemical
transformations) for the enzymes involved
in energy metabolism. Our cells have
daily requirements for all minerals.
But in an exercised state, these
requirements are amplified. Athletes
are in danger of inadequate mineral
nutritional status when they do not
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Performance targeted nutrition for athletes and active people.
Pro Vitality, NeoLifeShake, Multi-Min, B-Complex, Salmon Oil Plus, Cal-Mag Chelate, Chelated Zinc.

have adequate food intakes, or
when restricting their diets to lose
weight or ‘get in shape’ for athletic
competitions. This impaired mineral
status can be realised as feeling
tired, sluggish athletic performance
and slower than normal recovery.
There are a few critical ones that
athletes should pay close attention to:
Zinc plays a role in growth, building
and repair of muscle tissue, energy
production and immune status.
Data shows that individuals with poor
zinc levels experience decreases in
cardiorespiratory function, muscle
strength and endurance, all of
which can negatively affect health
and physical performance.16
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